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Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

Make sure you have the Resource Booklet L3-PHYSR. 

You should answer ALL the questions in this booklet.

For each numerical answer, full working must be shown. The answer should be given with an SI unit to 
an appropriate number of significant figures.

For each ‘describe’ or ‘explain’ question, the answer should be written or drawn clearly with all logic fully 
explained.

If you need more space for any answer, use the page(s) provided at the back of this booklet and clearly 
number the question.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–8 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION. 
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Identify or describe aspects 
of phenomena, concepts or 
principles.

Give descriptions or explanations 
in terms of phenomena, 
concepts, principles and / or 
relationships.

Give explanations that show 
clear understanding in terms of 
phenomena, concepts, principles 
and / or relationships.

Solve straightforward problems. Solve problems. Solve complex problems.
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You are advised to spend 55 minutes answering the questions in this booklet.

All formulae are provided in the separate Resource Booklet L3-PHYSR.

QUESTION ONE:  ROTATIONAL MOTION

The bicycle wheel shown in the diagram consists of a set of 
lightweight spokes that radiate out from the hub to the rim.  

The wheel has a rotational inertia of 0.640 kg m2. The rim 
diameter of the wheel is 0.622 m and the tyre diameter is 
0.724 m.  

(a) (i) The wheel rotates at a steady speed. It completes 
one revolution in 0.740 s. 

  Calculate its angular velocity. 

 angular velocity =

 (ii) Calculate the rotational kinetic energy of the wheel. 

 rotational kinetic energy =

(b) The rotational inertia of a hollow cylinder of mass m, and radius r, can be calculated from 
I = mr2.  

 Discuss how you could use this formula to calculate the rotational inertia of the wheel and 
what assumptions you would have to make.  

 Assumptions:

0.724 m

0.622 m

tyre

rim
hubspokes
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(c) A cyclist is riding a bike at a speed of 5.50 m s–1. Both wheels on the bicycle are the same as 
the one in the diagram opposite. The bicycle and its rider have a total mass 68.4 kg. 

 Calculate the work that was done to accelerate to this speed. You may ignore any frictional 
effects. 

 work done =

(d) Two common types of bicycle are road bikes and 
mountain bikes. Mountain bike wheels generally have 
a lower rotational inertia than road bike wheels.  

 A mountain bike wheel and a road bike wheel are 
both accelerated at the same rate.  

 Explain why it is easier to accelerate the mountain 
bike wheel than the road bike wheel. 

http://i269.photobucket.com/albums/jj80/
cambridgebicycle/wheelsale.jpg

For copyright reasons, 
this resource cannot be 

reproduced here.
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QUESTION TWO:  LINEAR MOTION

A cyclist, of mass 55.0 kg, is riding a bike of mass 
11.0 kg. The bike and cyclist can be considered a 
system.

While freewheeling (not pedalling) at constant 
speed of 3.50 m s–1, the cyclist positions himself so 
that his centre of mass is vertically above the centre 
of mass of the bike. He then moves his position so 
that his centre of mass moves towards the front of 
the bike.  

(a) State why momentum will be conserved during this change in position. 

(b) Relative to the bike, the cyclist moves his centre of mass forward a horizontal distance of 
13.2 cm at a steady speed.  

 Show that the horizontal distance between the centre of mass of the system and the centre of 
mass of the bike is now 11.0 cm.

The cyclist goes over a steep drop and crashes on the ground. When the bike (with cyclist) hits the 
ground it is travelling horizontally at 3.50 m s–1 and vertically at 1.80 m s–1. It takes 0.835 s, from 
the first moment of impact, for the bike (and cyclist) to stop.

(c) Calculate the speed of the bike as it hits the ground.

 speed = 

centre of masses 3.50 m s–1
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(d) Calculate the size of the average total stopping force which acts on the bike and cyclist.  

 average stopping force = 

(e) During the crash, the bike (and cyclist) experience an upwards push from the ground that 
stops the vertical motion, and friction with the ground that stops the horizontal motion. 
Horizontal motion stops after 0.835 s but the vertical motion stops in about one tenth of this 
time.  

 Describe and explain how the vertical and horizontal forces on the bike (and cyclist) will be 
different. 

(f) Cycle helmets are made so that they will crumple under impact.  

 Explain why the crumpling of the helmet reduces the risk of serious injury to the cyclist. 
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QUESTION THREE:  SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/96/Laufrad-campa-vento.jpg

One way to measure the rotational inertia of a bicycle wheel (about its axis) is to set it up as a 
pendulum by hanging it from a string, as shown in the diagram. 

The oscillations of the wheel can be approximated to simple harmonic motion.

(a) What condition must apply to the size of the acceleration of any object that, at any instant, is 
moving with simple harmonic motion?  

(b) The spokes cause friction with the air.  

 Describe and explain how this will affect how the amplitude of the oscillations changes with 
time.
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A wheel is hung as shown in the diagram opposite. When the pendulum is set in motion, its 
oscillations have amplitude 14.7 cm and angular frequency 2.40 rad s–1.  

(c) The angular frequency value is calculated from the period of the simple harmonic motion.  An 
accurate value for the period is found by timing a large number of oscillations.  

 Calculate the number of oscillations that are measured in a total time of 83.8 s.   

 number of oscillations = 

(d) In order to time the oscillations, the stopwatch is operated as the centre of the wheel passes a 
marker.  This marker is 2.70 cm from the equilibrium position.  

2.70 cm

14.7 cm

 (i) The wheel has a mass of 1.65 kg. 

  Calculate the restoring force acting on the wheel as it passes the marker.  

 restoring force = 

 (ii) Calculate the speed of the wheel at the instant it passes the marker.  

 speed of the wheel = 
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